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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
One of the main differences between ordinary and modular representation 
theory of finite groups is the existence of nonprojective modules in the 
modular representation algebra. However, given a finitely generated module 
M over the group algebra kG, where k is a field of characteristic p > 0, there 
exists a uniquely determined (up to kG-isomorphism) projective module P 
(called the projective cover of M) and an epimorphism f 
oc MLP 
such that kerf c JkG . P (so that MIJM N PIJM), where J = JkG is the 
radical of kG. Constructing a projective resolution of M 
O-M+f=a-l p, &I -P,APz- . . . 
in this way (i.e., P, is a projective cover for ker an-? for all n > 1) we obtain 
a minimal projective resolution for M. Now define xM(t) as the formal power 
series over the integers 
xM(t) = f dim,P, . t”. 
n=O 
xH was shown by Swan [9] to be a rational function. To measure how far 
away M is from being projective we now define the complexity of M 
cxG(M) = cx(M) as the order of the pole of x,,,(t) at t = 1. 
Remark. This definition is equivalent to the one used by Alperin and 
Evens in [ 11. (See [9].) 
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The following result giving a local description of the complexity was 
proved by Alperin and Evens in [ 11. 
THEOREM 1.1. cx,(M) = maxE cxE(ME) as E runs over the elementary 
abelian p-subgroups. 
Our main purpose is to give a description of the complexity of a module 
M over an elementary abelian p-group in terms of the orders of the k- 
generalized subgroups E, (to be defined below) for which the restriction to 
E, ME, is projective (Theorem 1.3). 
Let E be an elementary abelian p-group with basis {a, ,..., a,). Motivated 
by the algebra isomorphism 
kE --G k[X, ,..., X,J/(X; ,..., X;) 
a,k+xi+ 1 
(1) 
we shall introduce k-generalized subgroups of E. Let 9 be a linear 
automorphism of 
k(a, - 1) @ ... @ k(a, - 1). 
Using the isomorphism (1) p is seen to have a unique extension 1,5 to a ring 
isomorphism of kE. A k-generalized subgroup E, of E is a subgroup of the 
multiplicative group p(E). 
With this definition we can state our main theorems. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M be a kE-module of complexity d. Then there exists 
a k-generalized subgroup E, of order p”-d such that cx(M,J = 0. 
As a kE-module is projective if and only if it has complexity zero, 
Theorem 1.2 gives the difficult inequality in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. cxE(M) = vJ]E]) - maxEO yp(]EO]) as E, runs over the k- 
generalized subgroups with ME, projective. (v, is the usual p-adic valuation, 
]E,,] the order ofE,.) 
Clearly, Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of 
THEOREM 1.4. Let M be a kF-module of complexity d > 0. Then there 
exists a k-generalized subgroup E, of order p”- ’ such that cx(M,J = d - 1. 
Now let G be any finite group, A4 a kG-module. Combining Theorems 1.1 
and 1.3 we get 
THEOREM 1.5. Let cx(M) = d. Then p”-d ] dim iVf, where p” = min, 1 E ] 
as E runs over the maximal (with respect to inclusion) elementary abelian p- 
groups. 
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The following consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 was pointed out by 
Alperin (an elementary proof has been given by Peter Donovan). 
COROLLARY 1.6. cx(M) = cx(M*), where M* is the dual of M. 
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is based on two propositions. First some 
notation. For a group G and a kG-module M let H*(G, M)= a,“=, H”(G, M) 
be the graded cohomology module. Furthermore for p = 2, let 
H(G, M) = H*(G, M) while for p odd let H(G, M) = @Fzp=, H*“(G, M) be the 
even part and Wdd(G, M) be the remaining odd part. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let E be an elementary abelian-p-group. Then the 
complexity of M is equal to the Krull dimension of H(E, k)/U,, where ?I, is 
the annihilator of H(E, M*) for p = 2 and the annihilator of 
H(E, M*) @ Hodd(E, M*) for p # 2. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let G be a finite group with a normal subgroup H of 
index p, k a field of charp. Furthermore let 3, be the annihilator of 
H*(G, M) in H*(G, k), d, the annihilator of H*(H, Mn) in H*(H, k). Then 
res(?$) C BM, where res: H*(G, k) -+ H*(H, k) is the restriction map. 
The key element in the proof of Proposition 1.8 is the study of the relation 
between the cohomology of a group G and the cohomology of a normal 
subgroup H of index p. For p = 2, the sequence 
0-H”(G,M)=Ho(H,M)~Ho(G,M)=H1(G,M)-+. 
(2) 
. ..-H”(G.M)=H”(H,M)~H”(G,M)=H”+‘(G,M)-+ 
(tr is the transfer (corestriction), ‘v, is multiplication (cup-product) by an 
element v, E H’(G, k) = Hom(G, Z/p) Or,,, k with kernel H) is exact due to 
the exactness of 
O+M+(M,)G+M-tO 
and Shapiro’s Lemma: H”(G, (Mn)‘) N H”(H, M). (This was also observed 
by Quillen and Venkov in [7].) 
For p # 2 the sequence (2) is no longer exact. However, 
H”(H, M) N Ext;,(k, M) N Ex&((k& M) 
and the induced module (kn)’ is just the uniserial group algebra k(G/H). 
Recall that a module is called uniserial if it has a unique Jordan-Holder 
series. Now let U. be the uniaue kG-submodule of (k”)’ of dimensions. 
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Then using the exactness of 
(s < t) and the Hopf wedge product 
Ext~C(U,,M)OExt~~(Us,N)~Ext~~“(U, 0 Us, NOM) 
still enables us to obtain sufficient relations between H*(G, M) and 
H”(II, M). 
As an application of the above “splicing technique” we shall in Section 4 
prove the key lemmas of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.9. 
THEOREM 1.9. (QUILLEN-VENKOV [7]). If u E H*(G, k) restricts to zero 
on every elementary abelian p-subgroup of G, then u is nilpotent. 
Remark. Using the above theorem, Quillen in [6] gave an interesting 
description of the minimal prime ideals in H(G, k). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we develop the above- 
mentioned “splicing technique” and prove Proposition 1.8. In Section 3 we 
restrict our attention to elementary abelian p-groups and prove 
Proposition 1.7 and the main Theorem 1.4. As already mentioned, Section 4 
gives some further applications, while Section 5 contains some final remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For our first results, let G be a finite group with a normal subgroup H of 
indexp. Let a be a fixed element outside H and define a = a - 1. As usual, if 
M is a kc-module, MH will denote the H-ftxpoint 
MH={mEM(VhEH:hm=m}. 
Define for 0 < s <p k-submodules F,(M) of MH 
F,(M) = {m E&Plasm = 0). 
Clearly 
0 = F&f) c F,(M) = MG c * f *G FJM) = MR. 
Furthermore Fs is a functor from the category of finitely generated kG- 
modules into the category of k-vector spaces: if 
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is a kG-linear map, define 
to be the restriction off to F,(M). Now consider the uniserial G/H module 
US of length s (0 <s <p) as a G-module. Let {epPS,..., ep-‘} be the k-basis 
with G-action a . ei = ei+ ‘. Note that 17, is generated over kG by epeS. 
LEMMA 2.1. Hom,,(U,, M) and F,(W are natural equivalent as 
functors. 
Proof. Map f : US + M into f (ePPS) E F,(M) while m E F,(M) determines 
rp, : US + M, ~,(ep-“) = m. The naturality is left to the reader. 
DEFINITION. Let F,” be the nth right derived functor of F,. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Ext&(US, -) and F: are naturally equivalent as 
functors for all n. 
DEFINITION. Let e(M) be the graded module @I,“=, F:(M). 
The next lemma gives some relations between the functors Ff . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 < s < t <p and let resi: Fr --) FT be the natural map 
induced by the natural inclusion F,(M) c F,(M) (or by the inclusion 
U, 4 U,). Furthermore let tr,. ’ * FT + e be induced by multiplication with 
a t--s : F,(M) --t FJM) (or by the surjection U, I-+ US). Then there is a 
homomorphism v,,, : F,*_, 4 e of degree 1 such that 
e(M) ““; ,FT(M) 
commutes. 
Proof Apply the long exact sequence for Ext,,(--, M) on the short exact 
sequence 
o+ us-u,- u,-,+o. 
Remark. Res; is the usual restriction map from H*(G, M) to H*(H, M) 
while tr: is the usual transfer (corestriction): H*(H, M) + H*(G, M). (Note 
that a”-’ = C;=; a’.) F ur th ermore for p = 2 we obtain the long exact 
sequence (2) with v,,~ = . vH. 
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DEFINITION. Let 
Fwf) 0 F:(N) - F,“f”(M@N) 
II II 21 
Ext,m,(k, M) @ Ext;&Js, N) - Ext,m,+“(k 0 u,, M @ N) 
be the Hopf wedge product [4, Chap. VIII]. 
For the convenience of the reader and for coming explicit calculations we 
shall give the construction of this product on the functors F,. Let 
80 M-+Z.=Z0-PZ’al.Z2. . . . 
30 
N-J.= Jo-+ J1: J’-..-i . . . 
be injective kG-resolutions. By the Kiinneth theorem [4] 
is an injective kG-resolution, where as usual 
(Z. @J.)” = x Zp 0 J4 
ptq=n 
P(i, @j,) = fY(i,) @j, + (-1)” i, @ dq(jq). 
Notation. For x E F,(Z”), Px = 0, we shall denote the corresponding 
cohomology class in F: by [xl. 
Now let x E Fl(Zm), y E Fs(J”) be representatives for [x] E F~(M), 
[ ~1 E F:(N). Then by the following lemma (x @ y) E Fs(Zm @ J”) and as 
B”x = Py = 0 we also have am+‘(x @y) = 0. By definition 
[x] . [y] = [x@y] E F,“+“(M@ N). 
An easy argument shows that the product does not depend upon the 
choice of representatives. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x E F,(M), y E F,(N). Then a(x 0 y) = x @ ay. 
Proof: a(x@y) = (a- l)(x@y) = ax@ay-(x@y) = (a+ 1)x@ 
(a+ l)y-(x@y)=x@ay as ax=O. 
Taking k = M and identifying k @ N with N under r @ m + rm we obtain 
the product 
F:(k) @ F:(N) + F;+“(N) 
making e(N) a graded module over the graded ring F?(k). 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let x E F:(k), y E c(N). Then 
(i) tr;(xy) =x . tri(y), 
(ii) resL(x) . resi( y) = re$(xy). 
Remark. For s =p (i) is the well-known H*(G, k) linearity of trz, while 
(ii) states that res; is a ring homomorphism [2]. 
Proof. (i) tri([x] e [y])= [a”-l(x@y)] = Ix@aS-‘y] = [x] . trs[y]. 
(ii) resj[x] . resi[ y] = [x @ y] = resi[x By]. 
To prove Proposition 1.8, it now suflices to take s =p in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 1 <s<p, x ,,..., x, E ‘11,, y E q(M). Then there exist 
y, E F,*_,(M) such that 
resi(x, . x,_, . .‘.. x2 . x,) . y = rest-‘(y,). (3) 
Proof Induction on S. Assume (3) holds. Then 
res#,+, . x, - x,-, . *--- x2 . x,) . y = resL(x,+ ,) . resL(xS . .a&* x,) . y 
= resA(x, + ,) . resg-‘( y,) = resi-‘(x, + , . y,). 
By Lemma 2.4(i) 
trPUs I (x,,, *Ys)=xs+I . trT-‘( y,) = 0 
as xst I E 91W. By Lemma 2.3, there exist y,, , fC F,*_,- ,(M) with 
res;:f-‘(y,+d=x,+, -Y,. 
Thus 
resL(x,+, . x, . .a.. x,) . y = resg-‘(resi:t-‘(y,, ,)) = res;-‘-‘(yS+ ,). 
Q.E.D. 
Our next result describes a well-known connection between complexity 
and cohomology for a p-group. (A more general result can be found in [ 1 I.) 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let P be a finite p-group, M a kP-module with a 
minimal projective resolution M + P: then 
dim,P, = )PI . dim, H”(G, M”). 
ProoJ The minimality forces all maps in 
(P$)” -+ (Pl*)G + (PP)G 
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to be zero. As every injective module over P is a direct sum of copies of kP 
and 
(kp)’ = k . )’ g 
8% 
we are done. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let P be a p-group with a subgroup P, of index p. 
Then for a kP-module 
cx(Mp,) > cx(M) - 1. 
ProoJ The two long exact sequences from Lemma 2.3 
o-,F~(M)~F~(M)~F~-,(M)jF:(M)~F~(M)~ *.. 
O-,F~-,(M)-rF~(M)-,F~(M)-,F~-,(M)~F~(M)-, *.. 
give for n > 1: 
dim F:(M) > dim F:(M) - dim Fp: i(M) 
dim F;-,(M) < dim F;(M) + dim I;:-‘(IV). 
Combining these two inequalities we obtain for n > 2 
dim F,“(M) + dim F;-‘(M) > dim F:(M) - dim F:-‘(M). 
Thus 
(1 + t) F dim F:(M) . t” > (1 - t*) f dim F?(M) . t” 
ZO n=O 
where 
cc 
1 a,t” > f b, . t” 
n=O n=O 
means a, > b, for all n. 
The proposition is now a consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let A(t) = C,“. a,t” > B(t) = CFzo b,t” with A(t) and 
B(t) rational functions. Then the order of the pole of A at t = 1 is larger than 
the order of B’s pole at t = 1. 
ProoJ: Write 
a(t) 
A@) = (1 _ Qk ’ 
b(t) 
W) = (1 _ q” a(1) - b(1) f 0. 
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Assume k < 1. Consider A and B as analytic functions defined on a 
neighborhood of 1. Our assumption a,, >, b, for all n implies A(t) > B(t) for 
t < 1. Multiplying by (1 - t)’ we obtain 
t < 1: la(t)1 * (1 - ty > Ib(t)l. 
As I- k > 0, letting t -+ 1 we obtain a contradiction. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
In this section we will restrict our attention to an elementary abelian p- 
group E of order p” and with generators a, ,..., a,. 
In our first proposition we recall the structure of the cohomology ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For p= 2 H*(E, k) 1 k[X ,,..., X,] and for p# 2 
H*(E, k) N E(X, ,..., X,) @ k[bX, ,..., /3X,], where E is the exterior algebra 
and B the Bockstein. 
Proof: The Ktinneth formula and the well-known structure of the 
cohomology ring for a cyclic group [2]. 
For modules over polynomial algebra, let us recall the following theorem 
[ 5, p. 346). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be an Artin ring and M= @,“=, M, a finitely 
generated graded module over R [X, ,..., X,]. Then the degree of the Hilbert 
polynomial H(n, M) is equal to d - 1, where d is the Krull dimension of 
R [X, ,..., X,]/Yl,,, and ‘u, is the annihilator of M in R [X, ,..., X,]. 
Remark. The Hilbert polynomial H(X, M) is the (unique) polynomial in 
Q[X] such that for large n, H(n, M) = length,(M,). A well-known argument 
in commutative algebra shows that the degree of the Hilbert polynomial is 
one less than the order of the pole of CrzO length,(M,) . t” at t = 1. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 1.8. 
Proof of Proposition 1.8. For p = 2 H(E, k) is a polynomial algebra and 
Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 2.7 immediately yield the desired result. For 
p # 2 we have, using Proposition 2.7, 
XWW = Pn * 5 dim H’“(E, M*) t’” + t 2 dim H*“+‘(E, M*) t*” 
II=0 n-1 
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while 
g0 dim(H(E, M*) @ Hodd(E, &I*),) s t” 
dim H2”(E, M*) . t” + 2 dim H’“+‘(E, M*) . t”. (4) 
?I=0 
Using Lemma 2.9, the power series in (4) is seen to have a pole of order d at 
t= 1. 
Next define 
q: k[Y,,..., Y,,, Z1,2,..., Z1,3,..., Z,-,,,I -+ H(E, k) 
PCyi> = Pxi9 ql(zi,j) = xixj. 
Clearly v, is a surjective homomorphism of graded algebras of degree 0. 
Now consider the diagram 
k[ Y, Z] -5 WE, k) 
\I 
1 
*orp 
End,(H(E, M*) 0 Hodd(E, M*)) 
where w  determines the graded module structure on H(E, M*) @ 
Hodd(E, M*). Clearly ker w  = SM. Furthermore as 
WE, kY%, = NY, ZI/ker(w 0 9) 
we get by Theorem 3.2 
cx(M) = Krull dim k[ Y, Z]/ker(w o q~) = Krull dim H(E, k)/‘lI,,,. 
A further motivation for our definition of a k-generalized subgroup is given 
by our next two results. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 0 #L = Cy=I aiX, E H’(E, k) be a linear form. 
Then there exists a k-generalized subgroup E, of order p”-’ such that 
res(L) = 0, where res: H*(E, k) + H*(E,, k) is the restriction map induced 
by the algebra inclusion kE, c kE. 
ProoJ First observe that H’(E, k) Y Hom,,(J/J*, k), where J is the 
radical of kE. Thus we may consider L as a linear functional on 
V= k(a, - 1) @ ... @ k(a, - 1). Let {b, ,..., b,-,} be a basis for kerL, 
b } a 
;i: ;‘l,:., b,-, 
basis for V. Define E, as a subgroup generated by 
+ 1). Clearly E, is a k-generalized subgroup of order p”-‘. 
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Furthermore the short exact sequence of kE-modules 
O+J+kE-+k-+O 
induces two exact sequences with horizontal maps given by the natural 
inclusion 
How&6 N) + Hom,,,(M N) 
0 --f Horn&k, k) 7 Hom,,(kE, k) A Horn,& k) 7 Ext:,(k, k) + 0 
I I I 1 
res 
0 + Hcq+(k, k) - Hom,,JkE, k) - Horn,&, k) - Ext,&Jk, k) --) 0. 
Thus to show res(L) = 0 it suffices to complete the following diagram with a 
kE,-map L 
0-J-+kE 
But kc N kE, * A @ kE, * b, @ kE, . bf, @ . +. @ kE, . b:- ’ as a kE,-module, 
thus I!,( 1) = 0, L(bL) = L(bf,), i > 1, make the diagram commute. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let p be an odd prime and 0 #L = C:=, ai/3(Xi) E 
Ex&(k, k). Then there exists a k-generalized subgroup E, of order p”-’ 
such that res(L) = 0. 
Proof: By Proposition 3.3 there exists a k-generalized subgroup E, such 
that res(zaiXi) = 0. As res commutes with the Bockstein operation 
0 = /3(res CoiXi) = reS(J$i/lXi). 
LEMMA 3.5. Res: H*(E, k) -+ Zi*(E,, k) is surjective. 
Prooj As res is a ring homomorphism it suffices to check on generators. 
But the generators are located in H’ and H2, where res is easily seen to be 
surjective. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let % s k[X ,,..., X,] be a homogeneous ideal of dimension 
d > 0 (i.e., the Krull dimension of k[X, ,..., X,,]/2l is d). Then there exists a 
linear form L = CaiXi in k[X, ,..., X,] such that dim@, I,) = d - 1. 
Proof: Let Y(clI) =X, U . +. U X, be a decomposition of V(U) into 
irreducible algebraic sets, where V(U) is the set of zeroes for ‘?I. Let p, ,..., p, 
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be the homogeneous prime ideals corresponding to the Xi’s of maximal 
dimension d. We claim that there exists a linear form L such that 
L GZ pi i = l,..., s. Assume not, then as all linear forms generate the irrelevant 
ideal M of elements of positive degree, we have M = p 1 U a.- U p, . By 
[3, Theorem 811, pi = M for some i, contradicting dim pi = d > 0. As 
V(‘u, L) is the intersection of V(‘u) with the hyperplane V(L) and as 
dim V(pi,L)=d- 1, i= l,..., S, we have dim(%,L)=d- 1. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.4. Let us first assume that p = 2. 
By Proposition 3.3 d = dim a,,,,. As d > 0, there exists by Lemma 3.7 a 
linear form L such that dim@,,,, L) = d - 1. Let E, be a k-generalized 
subgroup such that res(L) = 0 (Corollary 3.4). Using Proposition 1.7 we 
obtain a factorization 
- 
/ 
res 
H(E, k)/U2, L) 
- 
of res. As res is surjective (Lemma 3.6), so is res. Thus 
d - 1 = dim@, L) = dim(212, L) > dim(Q) = cx(M,J. 
However, by Proposition 2.8, d - 1 = cx(M) - 1 < cx(MEO). Thus cx(M,o) = 
d - 1. The proof for p # 2 is essentially the same, but a little more com- 
plicated. 
Let @(E, k) = H(E, k)/@, where @ is the nilradical of H(E, k) and let 
a,,, = 8, +@/fi. By Proposition 3.3 
As J?(E, k) is a polynomial algebra, there exists a linear form L, such that 
dim@, E) = d - 1. Lift E to a linear form L = CaiPXi (we can ignore the 
other basis elements XiXj as they are nilpotent). By Corollary 3.4, let E, be 
a k-generalized subgroup of E of order p”-’ with res(L) = 0. The diagram 
H(E, k) = H& 3 k) - W% 9 k)P’, 
\ / 
res 
WE, k)l(W,, L) 
now concludes the proof as for p = 2. 
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4. FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
In this section let G be a finite group with a normal subgroup H of index 
p. Let V, E H’(G, k) N Hom(G, Z/p) @ k be an element with kernel H. 
Furthermore pick a E v-‘(l) and define a = a - 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. For all x E H*(G, k) 
v ~,u(x)=pv,. x 
where ,u = vp-,,,, and v= v,,~ was defined in Lemma 2.3 and /I is the 
Bockstein. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let M be a kG-module. Then for all y E H*(G, M) 
v~P(Y)=Pv,*Y. 
Proof of Corollary 4.2. Using Theorem 4.1 it is enough to show that for 
all x E H*(G, k), y E H*(G, M), 
Let 
v o P(X * Y) = (v o P)(X) * (VI. 
be injective kG-resolutions and let x E F,(I”), y E F,(J”) be representatives. 
Pick x’ E F$“) with up-lx’ = x. By definition of the connecting 
homomorphism, ~([x]) = [ax’]. Next pick x” E Fp(lm+‘) with ax” = 8x’ so 
that v~([x]) = [ax”]. On the other hand a”-‘(~’ @y) = up-Ix’ 0 y = x @ y, 
thus ~([x] . [ y]) = [3(x’ @ y] = [ax’ @ y]. Next observe that a(x” 0 y) = 
ax” @ y = ax’ @ y so that vp([x] . [y]) = [8(x” 0 y)] = [ax” 0 y] = 
w([xl> . [Yl. 
Let us postpone the proof of Theorem 4.1 for some application. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 (QUILLEN-VENKOV [7]). Zf u E H*(G,k) restricts to 
zero on H, then u* E H*(G, k) . pv,. 
Proof. As resg(u) = res$,) = 0, by Lemma 2.3 there exists x E Fp- ,(k) 
such that V(X) = u. Now by Lemma 2.5 
resi-‘(a . x) = resi(n) . rest-‘(x) = 0. 
Thus again by Lemma 2.3, there exists x’ E F?(k) with I =JI . x. Now 
by Theorem 4.1 v o I = pv, . x’ and by Lemma 4.4 
vo~(x’)=V(U’X)=(-l)d~~“~U.V(X)=(-l)d~g~*U2. 
Thus u* = (-l)degu . &, . x’ = (-l)degu+’ . x’ . pvH. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let x E F:(k), y E r;,*; ,(k). Then 
v(x * y) = (-l)de%x . x . v(y). 
ProoJ: Left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 4.5 (ALPERIN-EVENS [ 1 I). Let M be a kG-module and let 
b, = dim,(H”(G,M)/PV,H”-*(G, M)). Let b be the order of the pole of 
C,“=O b, . t” at t = 1. Then b < cx(MH). 
Remark. CzEO b, . t” is a rational function as H*(G,M)//?v,H*(G,M) 
is finitely generated over H(G, k). 
Proof: Consider the exact sequence 
0 + vF;:;(M)/v o ,uF;-*(A4) + F;(M)/v 0 ,uF;-*(M) --t F:(M)/vF;:;(M) -+ 0. 
We note that 
(1) VO,D=&, (Theorem4.1). 
(2) By Lemma 2.3 vFi”_:(M) = ker res; so that F~(M)/vF~:#f) 
maps injectively into F#f). 
(3) Again by Lemma 2.3 ,uFy-*(M) = ker resi-‘. Furthermore 
F,“:;(M) 5 vF;:;(M)- vF;:;(M)/v,uF:-*(A4) 
\ / I; 
F; I : @4)/M’: - ‘(M) 
is commutative with p surjective. Finally, using Lemma 2.9 we obtain the 
desired bound on b. 
Let us end this section by proving Theorem 4.1. Clearly it is enough to 
prove 
(a) v 0 ,D: F?(k) --t F:(k) is F:(k) linear. 
(b) vo,~(l)=~v,~ 1. 
Proof of (a): Let 
kt-+ I. 
be an injective kG-resolution of k and let x E F,(Z”), y E F,(Y) be represen- 
tatives for [x] E F;(k), [y] E F:(k). Pick x’ E I” with apelx’ =x so by 
definition ,u([x]) = [ax’]. Next pick x” E In+’ such that ax” = ax’. Thus 
@[xl) = [ax”] and vp([x] . [v]) = [ax” 0~1. On the other hand 
ap-‘(x’ @ y) = ap-‘x’@y = x@y, thus P([x] + [VI) = [WC3.v>] = 
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[ax’ @ y(. Next a(x” @ y) = ax” @ y = ax’ @ y, hence v,u( [x] . [ y]) = 
[iqx” @ y)] = [ax” @ y]. Q.E.D. 
To establish (b) it will be convenient to use an explicit projective 
resolution to calculate v o ,u( 1) and jJv,. First observe that for a K-module 
M we have a canonical sequence of isomorphism 
F;(M) N Ext:&JS, M) N Ext;,(M*, q) N Ext;,(M*, US). 
Taking M = k we get F:(k) 2: Ext&(k, U,). Finally, as @*,,k is exact and 
fiv, = &, @ 1: Ext&,,(Z/p, US) @rip k, it s&ices to prove (b) for k = Z/p. 
Let B(ZG) be the normalized bar-resolution (for definition and notation, 
see 14, Chap. IV]). First, let us calculate v o ~(1) E H*(G, E/p). 
:a?7 f 
’ I 
Bo- u, aP-1 
I l- 1 . ap-’ 
Clearly 1 (representing 1 E H”(G, Z/p)) can be lifted to rp, where o( [ 1) = 1. 
Thus a*o([x])=(x-1). 1. Now write x=ak.h, O<k<p-1, ~EH. 
Then 
a*fp([x]) = (x - 1) . 1 = ( ak - 1) . 1 = (a + 1)” - 1) 
za 
l 
ak-’ +k. akp2 + . ..+ 
i 2 i a++ 
As expected 8 *rp factors through U,- , 
/ a*v 
B,- U P a 
ty([akhl) = (a + l)k - 1. 
u, aP-l 1 
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Lift t+v to x, ~([x]) =x[c?/z] = akel + k . ah-2 + . ..+ k. Thus a*~(]x] yJ) 
=x(x[y]-[Q]+[x]). Write x=a’h, y=a’.h’ with O,<k, f,<p-1, 
h,h’EH. Then if k+l<p we get a*x([xl~])=~“.(a’-‘+f.a’-~+ 
. ..+I)-@k+‘-‘+(k+/). ak+‘-*+...)+(ah-‘+k.ah-2+...+,q=0 
as no terms with up-’ occur. (We know that c?*R( factors through U, .) 
For k+f=p+s, s>O, we get 
B*~[xly]=ak(a’-’ +z* a’-2 + *-*+I)-(a”-‘+s * us-2 + .**+s) 
+(ak-1+k.ak-2+...++l .aP-‘. 
Thus 
Next let us calculate /?vH E H’(G, Z/p). First observe that since a E v;‘( 1) 
the corresponding cocycle v,, : B, + Z/p can be chosen in the obvious way 
~“([a~ . h]) = k +pZ. Lift vH in the obvious way to V; : B, --) Z/p’, 
v;l([a” . h]) = k +p2Z. Then 
ifk+l<pandequals 1 ifk+I=p+s,s>O, 
5. FINAL REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
The machinery developed in Section 2 seems a rather effective way of 
connecting some properties of the cohomology modules H*(G, M) and 
H*(H, M), where H is normal in G of index p and M is a kG-module with k 
a field of char p > 0. One may ask whether this method can be generalized to 
modules over arbitrary group rings RG. 
An inspection of Section 2 will show that the two main elements in the 
construction are the nilpotency of a = a - 1, a C$ H, on the H-invariant 
elements and the uniseriality of R(G/H). So if one takes R to be a ring of 
charp”, IZ > 1, a still remains nilpotent, but R(G/H) is no longer uniserial. 
Going even further, taking R to be the p-adic integers one only has that 
u” 3 0 (n -+ co) on the H-invariant elements in the p-adic topology. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.9 from, respectively, Propositions 4.5 
and 4.3 are both based on a proposition of Serre for pro-p-groups. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (SERRE [S]). Let G be pro-p-group not isomorphic to the 
product (Z/pZ)‘, where { yiJicl is a basis for H’(G, Z/p). Then there exists a 
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finite family of nonzero elements {z,,..., zm) s H’(G, Z/p) such that the 
element 
u = fi /?(zJ E HZm(G, Z/p) 
i=l 
is zero. 
As the proof of Proposition 5.1 involves cohomology operation and 
algebraic geometry, one may ask if an elementary proof exists for 
nonelementary abelian finite p-groups. Using Theorem 4.1 we can formulate 
Proposition 5.1 in the language of modular representation theory. For a 
maximal subgroup H of a p-group G, let again U, be the indecomposable 
G/H module of dim s. Furthermore let G” be the nth iterated Heller 
operator. Forming the two liftings: 
O-d’k-P,- k -0 
I I II 
O--+L’2k-+P,-f2’k-+0 
I I 
LJ#f=-DLl 1 I i II 
u, - up--+ up-, -0 
we obtain a map /I, = vp (uniquely determined up to a projective map) 
which corresponds to Pv, E H’(G, Z/p). Thus we can reformulate Serre’s 
proposition: Let G be a finite nonelementary abelian p-group. Then there 
exist maximal subgroups H, ,..., H, such that 
PH,0PH20PH,0...0PHrn:~‘k0...0n2k~k 
is a projective map (i.e., factors through a projective module). To see this 
equivalence let C . be the chain complex 
where P, and P, are the modules defined in (5). Clearly H,(C.) ? k, 
H,(C.) = 0 for n > 0. Forming the m-fold tensor product (Cy) we obtain a 
complex of the form 
C~:O-,n2ko...on2k~Q2m-,-+Q2m-2-$... -Q,+O 
with H,(Cy) N k, H,(Cr) = 0 for n > 0 and Qi projective, i = 0, l,..., 2m - 1. 
By Theorem 4.1 and the definition of the CUD Droduct Dv, . 1 ..a Bv, E 
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H”“(G, k) is represented by the cocycle /I,, 0 .a. @ /3”, : R2k 0 .. . 0 
n2k--, k. 
Thus if /3v,,, . . . . . pv,, = 0, /3,, @ ... @/I,, is a coboundary and there 
exists a map f making the diagram 
commutative. As Q2,,- 1 is projective, fi,, @ - I. @ /?,, by definition is a 
projective map. 
Conversely if &, @ . . . @ PM, is a projective map, there exists a projective 
module P and maps f and g such that g of = PHI 0 . . . @ /I,, 
O-f12k@ .a. @f2’kA Q,,-, 
k t 8 P 
But P is also injective, thus f may be extended to Q,,-, showing that 
P”, 0 *a* CM”, is a coboundary. 
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